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Cymatic Audio stars at Eurovision 2018
The Netherlands – May 2018 – Cymatic Audio, specialists in the development and manufacture
of products for audio recording and playback for live performance, were proud to participate in
the recent Eurovision Song Contest in partnership with Austrian hi-tech pioneers, Angelbird
Technologies.
Multiple Cymatic Audio uTrack24 systems loaded with the award-winning Angelbird SSD2GO
PKT 512 SSD card and Cymatic Audio’s optional MADI card were chosen to act as Line ID
systems for the commentary system at ESC.
According to Cymatic Audio CEO, Arie van den Broek, the most important criteria for this
application were quality and reliability. “From a broadcast perspective, the Eurovision Song
Contest is one of biggest live events of the year, and so reliability is of paramount importance,”
he said. “Just as the show itself is live, so therefore is the commentary with all the
commentators broadcasting live to their own countries. The Cymatic Audio/Angelbird solution
was used to set up, identify and test the commentary circuits prior to the event. The equipment
performed perfectly throughout, delivering everything that was required of it – impeccable audio
quality, rock-solid reliability and a high channel count at an extremely attractive price point.”
For more information on the uTrack24 and other Cymatic products, please visit
www.cymaticaudio.com
For more information on Angelbird storage devices please visit https://www.angelbird.com/
About Cymatic Audio – the home of live players and recorders
Cymatic Audio, established in 2013, is gaining recognition for its task-specific audio interfaces that virtually eliminate the
complications inherent to most hi-tech electronics. Our aim is to cut to the chase, simplifying the process to reduce learning curves
in providing professionals with the necessary tools to produce high quality work. Swiss engineering ensures outstanding quality
products designed to deliver exceptional ease-of-use, forward-thinking compatibility and hassle-free connectivity, all extremely
reasonable prices.
In 2016, Cymatic Audio became pioneers in the domain of networked audio, releasing products integrating AUDIOLAN (by
Archwave) and promoting the adoption of the AES67 open standard. Cymatic Audio is a RAVENNA partner.
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